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ABSTRACT

The rapid growth of distributed renewable energy penetration is promoting the evolution of the energy system
toward decentralization and decentralized and digitized smart grids. This study was based on energy blockchain,
and developed a dual-biding mechanism based on the real-time energy surplus and demand in the local smart grid,
which is expected to enable reliable, affordable, and clean energy supply in smart communities. In the proposed
system, economic benefits could be achieved by replacing fossil-fuel-based electricity with the high penetration of
affordable solar PV electricity. The reduction of energy surplus realized by distributed energy production and P2P
energy trading, within the smart grid results in less transmission loss and lower requirements for costly upgrading
of existing grids. By adopting energy blockchain and smart contract technologies, energy secure trading with a low
risk of privacy leakage could be accommodated. The prototype is examined through a case study, and the feasibility
and efficiency of the proposed mechanism are further validated by scenario analysis.
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1 Introduction

Given the prejudicial environmental effects of fossil fuel-based energy production, distributed
renewable energy sources such as roof-top solar photovoltaics (PVs), small-scale wind turbines and
photovoltaic thermal systems (PVTs) have drawn increasing attention in providing reliable affordable,
and cleaner energy supplies. Statistics conducted by the IPCC revealed that renewable energy pene-
tration has the potential to satisfy 70%–85% of the global energy demand, while in 2017, there was
a global growth of 257 GW in renewable energy installation, outpacing the 70 GW increase in fossil
fuels [1]. Total renewable energy generation in 2022 exceeded 8,500 TWH, an increase of more than
600 TWH from 2021. This growth was primarily driven by increases in wind and solar PV capacity,
which both grew by nearly 270 TWh. Despite the constraints of climate conditions, renewable energy
will account for nearly 30% of global electricity generation in 2022, an increase of 1.5 percentage
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points over 2021 [2]. The deployment of renewable energy has contributed significantly to global
sustainability, and several nations have released ambitious carbon-neutral targets by 2050 [3,4]. In
addition to environmental thinking, renewable energy harvesting alongside smart grids also explores
the opportunity for cost-effective power production and distribution, which could be attributed to
benefits including no supply limitations, better location matching of energy supply and demand,
decreasing transmission and distribution losses, and reducing the requirement for cost-intensive grid
upgrades [5]. Thus, transitioning to renewable energy and smart grids could be the trend of future
energy system evolution.

Against the contribution of renewable energy and smart grids in economic low-carbon energy
generation and distribution, it is important to verify their effect on energy policies and management.
One of the major concerns is the challenge to existing centralized energy systems, which are unidi-
rectional in nature [6]. However, the integration of distributed renewable energy production has been
promoting a rapid transition of decentralization, decentralization, and digitization in energy supply
and associated trading. In the context of bidirectional energy and information flows required in smart
grids, the existing centralized energy grids soon reach their limits in facilitating the variable feed-in of
renewable energy. These might result in power quality issues (e.g., voltage fluctuation, frequency jumps
and drops, and reverse power flow), and empowering local P2P energy trading between prosumers
and consumers to reduce the distribution of production surplus. Earlier investigations found that the
output of a large PV plant could vary up to 30%–40% per minute due to uncontrollable local weather
conditions, which might damage network equipment and electric appliances [7,8]. In addition, with
the application of energy tariffs, the economic feasibility of renewable energy deployment might be
challenged by the significant gap between feed-in and retail rates. P2P energy trading could maximize
the benefits by reducing the production surplus on the condition that bidirectional physical and
financial flows are enabled to satisfy the functional requirements of a smart grid [9]. In terms of
secure energy trading, the existing centralized energy grid also suffers from cybersecurity concerns,
as private information and sensitive energy-consuming data are exposed and shared among engaged
intermediaries during transactions, which might result in a higher risk of data tampering and privacy
leakage [10]. Moreover, the growth of data exchange in transactions would become the bottleneck of
servers and make centralized grids more vulnerable to attack [11]. In light of the above discussion,
it could be concluded that the evolution of energy systems requires novel network architectures and
related technologies to empower flexible and sustainable distribution and trading.

The emergence of blockchain and smart contracts provides a solution to overcome the barriers
of smart grid operations within smart communities. Although these new technologies are still in their
infancy, they have shown obvious technical advances and great potential in addressing the concerns
arising from the developments of the energy internet and sustainable P2P energy trading underpinned
by smart contracts. As an immutable distributed ledger, blockchain possesses a unique set of inherent
features that adds value to energy system operations, markets, prosumers, and consumers. On the
one hand, blockchain might facilitate transparent, disintermediated, and distributed platforms for
the energy internet. Previous studies indicate that smart grids and microgrids have been progressively
promoting the transition of energy system decentralization, as the increasing size and complexity of
data associated with the growth of residential-scale and intermittency renewable energy generation
render inefficient centralized grids [12–14]. The adoption of a distributed blockchain platform provides
prosumers with easier access to the energy market, which is consistent with the emerging needs
in energy management and P2P trading. On the other hand, blockchain promises tamper-proof
and secure data exchange for P2P energy trading in smart grids. Attributed to the decentralized
consensus mechanism, instantaneous recording, and cryptographic security measurement, the energy
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blockchain is more resilient and reliable than existing centralized systems. Despite the absence
of intermediaries, the security, resilience, efficiency, and accuracy of remaining energy blockchain
systems can be empowered by predefined rules with high-level fault tolerance and resistance in data
tampering, which has been examined and validated by considerable recent prototype studies and trial
practices [15]. In addition, blockchain also has the potential to facilitate distributed, P2P trading
with reduced transaction costs and increased prosumer choice. Recent studies have highlighted that
energy blockchain might lead to 20%–30% cost savings in the absence of intermediaries, and a cost
reduction of up to 71% can be achieved in specific periods and areas [16–18]. Moreover, the matching
of consumption and generation in smart communities would further benefit the grid by reducing
transmission losses and deferring expensive distribution network upgrades [19].

Energy blockchain has started to prove its potential in facilitating decentralized smart grids;
however, a variety of challenges still need to be mitigated for future adoption and expansion. For
example, scalability and social inclusion are two key challenges in energy blockchain adoption
[13,20]. With the expansion of participant (both producers and consumers) groups, the operational
complexity in the transfer of value and information, as well as an effective interface with the physical
infrastructure, would increase significantly; therefore, maintaining real-time trading and network
resilience becomes a major challenge. Meanwhile, promoting social inclusion is also of essential
importance, as the participants must be encouraged to use this modern technology. However, a lack
of technical knowledge and supportive legal frameworks might be barriers in participant institutions
[21]. Fortunately, recent progress in consensus algorithms and smart contract development has found
a pathway to overcome these barriers. Blockchain 2.0 enables smart contracts, which are digital
protocols acting as a functional extension of blockchain to execute decentralized transactions in an
automatic and secure manner with predefined laws. The next generation of Blockchain 3.0 is further
expected to enable higher-level self-organized smart contracts with transaction records and program
rules to be maintained within the chain [22]. Thus, in the context of blockchain and P2P-underpinned
smart grids, smart contracts could be the cornerstone to encourage social inclusion by releasing the
threshold of expert knowledge and enabling fully decentralized market platforms. Over the years, a
considerable number of smart contract schemes have been developed to support the energy blockchain.
Miglani et al. demonstrated a smart contract system developed to store trading information and
empower automatic fund transfer in an energy blockchain [23]. Mihaylov et al. [24] highlighted
the bidding mechanism adopted for renewable energy trading in smart grids. Reijnders et al. [25]
introduced a combinatorial double auction mechanism for energy distribution in microgrid grids.
Lu et al. [26] proposed smart dynamic tariffs for energy trading in a hierarchical electricity market
by balancing both retailers’ and consumers’ benefits, where reinforcement learning is employed to
illustrate the hierarchical decision-making framework. Therefore, there is wide-ranging potential for
researchers to specialize in this field and add value to the concept and foundational work.

To investigate the blockchain-promoted P2P energy trading pillar of the smart grid evolutionary
process, this paper proposes the development of a dual-biding-based smart contract system to improve
the energy distribution capability and maximize the benefits of participants in a smart community
context. The remainder of this article is structured to first include an introduction to system attributes
and framework development (Section 2). This is followed by the formulation of mathematical models
in Section 3, and Section 4 presents a case study with scenario analysis. Finally, Section 5 draws
concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
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2 System Attribute Framework for Modeling
2.1 Energy Blockchain in Smart Communities

The concept of smart cities can be traced back to the 1960s, which was initially proposed to collect
data for the US Community Analysis Bureau. However, after decades of development, there is still no
global definition of the term [27]. A definition from IBM describes the concept as “a city that makes
optimal use of all the interconnected information available today to better understand and control its
operations and optimize the use of limited resources” [28]. The sustainability and resilience nature,
as well as the functional requirement of providing a high-quality life for smart cities, have also been
highlighted in some existing studies [11]. Sustainable energy supply with renewable energy penetration
in smart communities has been promoting the development of distributed smart grids. However, unlike
the “broadcasting” manner for energy distribution used in conventional grids, smart grids require
bidirectional flows of physical energy, as well as trading and financial data. The emergence of energy
blockchain provides the potential to overcome the application barriers. The conceptual framework of
an energy blockchain is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The energy blockchain model in a smart community

As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are two types of participants in the smart community: Residential PV
prosumers (both producers and consumers) and consumers. A smart grid composed of PV systems,
smart meters, and community-level energy storage is developed to support producers with local energy
trading, offer real (near) real-time pricing, and facilitate a local balance of supply and demand. To
improve the resilience of a local energy system, the smart grid remains connected to the national grid.
The energy blockchain is integrated with the smart grid to empower trading and transactions. Due to
its distributed nature, instantaneous recording, and cryptographic signatures, the energy blockchain
could be more tampering proof. Smart contracts can facilitate P2P energy trading, balance local energy
production and demand, enable dynamic energy tariffs, and process transactions in a real-time, smart,
and autonomous manner. The operation of this energy blockchain can be described as follows:

1) Energy surplus from the prosumers is transferred to the community energy bank for storage.
Simultaneously, a transaction request would be sent by proposing a smart contract including
bidding information such as the rate and volume of energy available for trading, address of the
supplier (prosumer), time of the auction, and timestamp in the community.
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2) Before broadcasting the smart contract on the energy internet, the state machine checks
whether the transaction can fulfill the requirements for trading and confirms that the contract
is legal and effective. As yet, the smart contract has been approved and is ready for bidding,
with the feed-in energy from suppliers and relevant information recorded in the blockchain.
Simultaneously, bidders would post their energy demand and quoted rates. The rates can be
proposed by bidders or suggested by the energy internet based on local energy market profiles.

3) According to the predefined dual-bidding mechanism, the suppliers’ offers and bidders’ offers
are sorted with the market clearing price (MCP) and then determined. MCP, also known
as the equilibrium price, exists when an energy market is clear of shortage and surplus. The
engagement of automatically generated MCP in energy blockchain trading can balance the
local energy market, namely, ensuring that no energy surplus waiting to be sold and no bidders
lose their opportunities to purchase. After that, the smart contract will execute the transaction
after bidding according to the transaction agreement, and only the bidders’ offers matching the
clearing price will be processed for the transaction. Here, confirmation is required to activate
the contract once the purchase is finalized.

4) A full transaction description for bidding requires the balance of the producer’s account, the
real-time electricity surplus for trading, signatures, and public keys recorded to ensure security
and successful transactions. The details of the consumer’s current account are also made public
to ensure that there is sufficient capital for bidding and purchasing.

5) After both parties confirmed the transaction, they would sign the smart contract separately.
In the energy blockchain of the whole smart community, the smart contract will be executed
strictly according to the established rules; therefore, there is no need to conduct electricity
transactions through a third party, which means that the transaction efficiency can be greatly
improved. When the transaction is completed, it is confirmed by the consensus mechanism and
recorded in the block, which cannot be changed after the block is entered into the chain, and
the transaction is finally completed.

2.2 Dual-Biding Mechanism Underpinned Smart Contracts
Widespread renewable energy harvesting with small-scale roof-top equipment such as solar PVs

and heating units has been boosting the decarbonization of cities at the cost of making energy
storage, distribution, and tariffs increasingly more complex. The decentralized nature of the energy
blockchain enabled flexible P2P trading in the local smart grid; however, the related energy tariffs
were significantly challenged. Most existing studies suggest a bidding mechanism based on local
energy demand, which could maximize the benefit of prosumers and/or energy retailers; however, it
might directly ‘encourage’ cut-throat competition and hurt the local energy market. A dual-biding
mechanism based on the real-time energy surplus and demand in the local smart grid has been
developed in this study to address this concern. With this dual-biding mechanism, dynamic rates are
proposed based on both supply and demand. Additionally, both the prosumers and consumers are
bidders, namely, the consumers are bidding for economic rates while the prosumers are bidding for the
maximum benefits. Market clearing prices (MCPs) are applied to guide dynamic tariff generation and
to enable clear, reliable, and safe bidding in the energy blockchain. Biding is a negotiation mechanism
and has a well-defined operational mechanism where the negotiation is mediated by an intermediary,
which is indeed a set of automated rules rather than a real agent. This is in line with the major
objective of smart contract development in blockchain. In this study, the dual-bidding mechanism
and transaction rules are set up with an MCP in the smart contract, which can make P2P energy
transactions automatically, completing the bidding and forming the clearing price to meet the diverse
transaction requirements sufficiently.
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In essence, a smart contract is a series of predefined rules or a transaction protocol that is intended
to automatically execute, control, or document legally relevant events and actions that occur in the
blockchain [29]. Therefore, the preliminary role of a smart contract is to release the dependence
on trusted intermediaries, arbitrations and enforcement costs, fraud losses, and the reduction of
malicious and accidental exceptions. After generation and validation, smart contracts are broadcast on
a blockchain platform such as an Ethereum network and then written into the corresponding contract
account where they can be executed automatically as needed. The operation process can be described
as follows:

1) System initialization followed by certificate issuing, where registered energy consumers would
obtain a certificate from a trusted institution (e.g., a government department). The certificate
is used as an ID; however, the consumer’s private information is concealed. The certificate is
a kind of permission to join the blockchain network and obtain public/private key pairs, as
well as the personal wallet. Here, the account with an energy storage device would keep the
information including the wallet address, energy available for trading, account balance, and
public/private key pairs.

2) After a consensus is achieved in the energy blockchain network, the smart contract is com-
pleted. Then, all network agents obtain access to the smart contract. Each smart contract
upholds a set of state variables, including the account addresses of both the seller (accountp) and
the buyer (accountb), energy demand (ei), corresponding payment (pi), transaction time (timet),
and timestamp in the community. To ensure the successful execution of smart contracts, both
the seller and buyer are required to sufficiently deposit to the contract addresses to prevent
malicious charging services.

3) After consensus, the Invoke function is called. Then, the smart contract automatically executes
energy transactions and financial settlements. The smart contract collects the data from the
smart meters of the seller (mp) and buyer (mb) to confirm that the electricity is generated
and consumed separately. Finally, the system will periodically update the state ledger of the
blockchain, including the balance in household accounts, energy demand, and energy surplus
for trading. The execution of smart contracts in the energy blockchain can be coded as follows:

Smart contract execution process

1: Init():
2: Input: User registration information {identityi, addressi}
3: {identityi, addressi} → {certificatei, public keyi, private keyi, wallet addressi}
4: Create():
5: Input: Accountp, accountb, ei, pi, timet, timestamp
6: Verify (accountb ≥ pi, accountp ≥ 0)
7: Invoke():
8: Input: Mp,mb

9: Verify (t ≥ timet)
10: Send (b, accountb − pi), send (p, accountp+ pi)

3 Formulation of Models and Algorithms

In this section, metrics indicators, including the production cost and baseline surplus rates of
PV electricity, as well as the efficiency of the community energy storage system, are defined in the
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manner of utility functions to support the assessment of energy blockchain sufficiency. In addition,
price trading mechanisms, related algorithms, and attack models are developed to conduct operations
and ensure secure energy trading within the local smart grid. Details can be described as follows.

3.1 Utility Function
In the smart contract system, a utility function is developed to select transactions from a miner’s

transaction pool to form a block, increasing the operational value required to achieve a predetermined
output through a blockchain-based network. Suppose the volume of energy surplus from household θi

is {r (θi) ∈ Ω} and the corresponding bidding rate is {s (θi) ∈ Π}. The contract item set from the sellers
can then be defined as {(r(θi), s (θi))|∀θi ∈ ς}. In the trading process, prosumers with energy surplus
take the opportunity to decide whether importing electricity from community storage is needed. For
example, r (θi) = 0 indicates that a prosumer would not purchase energy but transfer the surplus
to community storage for future use; thus, there would be no charge for the operation. In the local
energy market, since all consumers would be identified as risk averters whose utility function should
be concave and nondecreasing, the utility function can be expressed as

U (θi, r (θi)) = V (θi, r (θi)) − s (θi) . (1)

where V (θi, r (θi)) presents the customer satisfaction obtained from energy trading. The efficiency of
energy storage units can be determined by

R (r (θi)) = s (θi) − C (θi, r (θi)) (2)

As a rational energy storage device would not accept the adverse effects from a particular
electricity sales service, it can be concluded with Π = {s (θi) |s (θi) ≥ C (θi, r (θi))}. The cost function
C (θi, r (θi)) is composed of the production cost of PV electricity, purchase expenditure and government
subsidies, which can be expressed as

C (θi, r (θi)) = (
cpv − rpv

)
θir (θi) + pg (1 − θi) r (θi) + c0 + c1. (3)

where cpv and rpv are the unit costs of PV electricity generation and subsidies, respectively. c0 > 0 is
the fixed cost, which often includes the trading cost and storage expense. A target bound would be
set as 0 ≤ cpv − rpv ≤ pg; thus, the unit rate of PV electricity is less than the grid tariff. c1 is the cost
contributed by energy storage device operation and maintenance. The operating rule can be defined
as the surplus of PV electricity being delivered to community storage, and only community storage
can trade with the national grid. During the process, part of the profit would be spent on system
operation and maintenance, and the rest would be transferred to the prosumers who contributed to
surplus generation. Then, we have

([∂C (θi, r (θi))]/∂θi) ≤ 0, ([∂C (θi, r (θi))]/∂r (θi)) ≥ 0 and
([

∂2C (θi, r (θi))
]
/∂r (θi)

2
) = 0 (4)

Therefore, the overall efficiency of community energy storage can be assessed by Eq. (5).

R =
∑I

i=1
τθi (s (θi) − C (θi, r (θi))) (5)

where τθi
= [

nθi
/
(∑

i∈� nθi

)]
describes the percentage of type-θi consumers over the entire consumer

group. nθi
is the number of type-θi households. Therefore, the community surplus in energy transactions

between consumers and specific consumers can be further defined as the sum of the two utilities,
namely,

S (θi, r (θi)) = R (r (θi)) + U (θi, r (θi)) = V (θi, r (θi)) − C (θi, r (θi)) (6)
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3.2 Price Trading Mechanism
Given that prosumer i has a total volume of Yi kWh of PV electricity for trading with an expected

rate of xi per kWh, the total volume of electricity included in trading is N kWh, and the total electricity
demand in the smart grid is n kWh. Successful transaction matching could be achieved on the condition
that the bids placed by consumers are no less than MCP while rates offered by producers are not higher
than MCP. Once transaction matching is achieved, both the seller and the buyer can then manage
transactions through smart contracts. There are two methods developed to guide trading with the
scenario analysis presented in the following section to examine feasibility and desirability:

1) Find the subscript μ that satisfies Zu ≤ N ≤ Zu+1, given N = ∑
Yi, then the liquidation can be

determined by

x = αxu + (1 − α) xu+1 (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) (7)

In the energy trading that occurs in a smart community, if the overall energy demand is K kWh
and the biding price is no less than x, namely, the buyer and seller have N kWh electricity with a rate
higher than or equal to x. The remaining households have (N − K) kWh electricity with a rate no less
than x. The remaining households would have (N − (N − K) = K) kWh electricity with a rate less
than x; therefore, consumers with bids no less than the clearing price, all prosumers placed bids lower
than the clearing price can match transactions and win the auctions.

2) Find the subscript μ that satisfies Zu ≤ N ≤ Zu+1, given N <
∑

Yi, then the liquidation can be
determined by

x = xu+1 (8)

Households with insufficient electricity whose bid is no less than the clearing price, as well as
households that offer a selling price lower than the clearing price, can be matched for trading.

In energy trading in the smart community, all bids and offers of buyer and seller i equal x, i ∈
[k1, k2] and k1 ≤ u ≤ k2; thus,

N ≤
∑u

i=1
Yi ≤

∑k2

i=1
Yi =

∑
xi≥xu

Yi (9)

In method 1, the equality of Eq. (9) can be achieved on the condition that
∑

Yi = N, while in
method 2, the condition would be N ≤ ∑

Yi. Households with insufficient energy need to purchase k1

kWh electricity with a purchase price higher than x. The remaining households have a k2 kWh surplus
for trading with a price lower than x. Households with insufficient energy have k3 kWh demand with
a purchase price no less than x. The remaining households would sell k4 kWh electricity with a rate no
more than x; therefore,
∑k1−1

i=1
Yi <

∑k1−1

i=1
Yi = Zu ≤ N (10)

The surplus from households with a rate greater than x is less than (N − k1) kWh, and the surplus
from households with a selling price not higher than x is more than (N − (N − k1) = k1) kWh, namely,
k1 ≤ k2. Thus, all energy-insufficient households with bids higher than x would win the auction.
Similarly, if k2 ≤ k3, all households offered a selling price less than x would win the auction. Only
part of the buyers and sellers whose price equals x would be successful in trading. Among those who
placed the same bid, the one with the highest demand would win the bid, considering the maximum
self-sufficiency of the community. To identify the successful trading ratio on the condition that the
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price is equal to x, k3 and k4 need to be compared. When k3 ≤ k4, households placed a bid equal to x
that would match their demand with other households who have some surplus for trading. If k3 = k4,
all items with bids equal to x would be involved in energy trading.

3.3 Algorithm Development
The consensus mechanism is an important piece of blockchain that can ensure the consistency

and validity of the records made by distributed nodes using a set of specified algorithms while being
independent of intermediaries. By applying an internal consensus mechanism, the nodes with mutual
trust degrees could be enhanced automatically; therefore, decentralized nodes can operate firmly
independent of any mutual trust system built by a third-party organization. In the evolution of
blockchain technology, a considerable number of consensus mechanisms have emerged with the efforts
of pioneering researchers. Their role is to ensure the consistency of blockchain data and to achieve the
characteristics of a trustless model. Popular consensus mechanisms in existing blockchain simulations
and practices include PoS, DPoS, and improved algorithms inspired by the former two mechanisms.
Consensus algorithms could be either developed for decision-making only, where decentralized group
decision-making is the target, or proposed for a full consensus practice, which is a type of “mechanical
consensus” [30]. Proof of work (PoW) is widely applied in cryptocurrency mining for validating
transactions and mining new tokens through thousands of hashing calculations. The first hash of the
block would satisfy the present difficulty of winning the write access to the block. After a successful
operation, the miner obtains a reward for the job.

Execution of any smart contract between advanced users would trigger off broadcasting on the
network. There are four types of nodes developed in the system: Energy production (prosumers),
consumption (both consumers and prosumers), and storage nodes, as well as consensus nodes. During
smart contract execution, the consensus nodes receive all those transactions within a timeframe and
then sequence the transaction priorities before the transaction day. Here, ineffective trades would be
screened out and deactivated. After that, the consensus nodes simulate the execution of intelligent
contracts and record the modified state in their native status ledgers. All the effective transactions
would be received by each consistency node within a specific timeframe, identified by the timestamp,
and bundled as blocks. Each former blockchain includes cryptographic hashes. Finally, all the nodes
involved in the blockchain are required to respond to the negotiation process.

With the confirmation of consensus, the settlement module would then be activated. The pro-
cedure can be described as follows: Production nodes transmit energy surplus to the storage nodes
using the Internet of Things (IoT) transmission method. Simultaneously, consumption nodes send
the request for energy demand. The energy storage nodes take responsibility for receiving and
validating the contract information, followed by the IoT transmission of energy from fuel cells to the
consumption nodes. As tokens are used as the tool for virtual payment, all nodes involved in energy
trading are required to register a wallet containing the address used for settlement and information
exchange in the blockchain system. The production nodes perform transactions and settlements
with storage nodes in the blockchain-based on a present merchant transaction contract, while the
consumption nodes perform transactions and settlements with the storage nodes based on a present
user transaction contract.

4 Case Study and Discussion of Results

In this section, the proposed energy blockchain is employed to demonstrate the decentralized
energy trading within a smart community and to assess the economic-technical merits contributed
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by the energy blockchain. The objective is to examine the technical feasibility and maximum benefits
of local energy trading for both consumers and prosumers promoted by renewable energy harvesting
(from roof-top solar PVs) and smart grids. Considering the energy resilience concern from solar PV
penetration (which is vulnerable to daylight), the smart grid remains connected with the national grid.
However, it is operated on the assumption that there is only wholesale from the national grid to the
community storage, while there is no retail for both prosumers and consumers. In addition, the energy
surplus from prosumers is assumed to be traded and consumed within the smart community.

4.1 Community Profiles and Case Settings
The community chosen for this study is a residential suburb selected by the local government to

showcase modern ecological-economic redevelopment of urban precincts with a master plan based on
smart sustainable principles. The community is considered desirable for the study due to the following
characteristics:

1) Community buildings are equipped with modern technologies, smart meters, and high PV
penetrations, which can be recognized as the trend of future smart communities.

2) Full data access is guaranteed by in-home monitoring systems installed in all the dwellings
and a high-performance workstation recording the energy consumption with a per-minute
resolution, and

3) Typical demographic features with a holistic data record.

Given the requirements on the simplification, commonality, and flexibility of modeling, improving
versatility of the proposed method, as well as predicting consumptions and expenditures under diverse
demographics. Three typical household types, young families without children (households 2, 5, and
9), middle-aged families with children (households 4, 6, and 7), and senior families (households 1, 3, 8,
and 10), were employed in the analysis. In addition, considering the future trend of smart sustainable
community development as well as a comprehensive simulation setting to demonstrate the proposed
energy blockchain, all these selected families own solar PV systems, namely, they are all prosumers.
The amount of each typical household included in the modeling is scaled down based on the census
data. The annual energy profiles of the selected 10 families are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: The annual energy profiles of the selected families (Units—∗kWh, ∗∗kWp)

Household Annual energy
consumption∗

PV electricity
production∗

Energy export∗ Energy import∗ PV system
capacity∗∗

1 4018.4 2909.1 1916.8 3026 1.9
2 2282.2 3028.7 2179.9 1433.4 2.3
3 4144.3 2856.4 1428 2715.8 2
4 3974.1 3011.6 2734.2 3696.7 2
5 2091.6 2914.5 2220.8 1397.8 2
6 3763.6 3451.6 2497.2 2809.1 2.4
7 3575.7 6310.7 4926.1 2191.1 4.2
8 5140.5 4582.6 3041.9 3599.8 2.3
9 2475.6 3056.7 2113.5 1532.4 2
10 4505 4888.3 3321.1 2937.8 2.4
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As energy blockchain operation requires a comprehensive understanding of household energy
imports, consumption, and exports, the profile data have been refined with resolutions of a quarter
and a day, and the changes are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 2: Household quarterly electricity consumption

Figure 3: Household daily electricity profiles

4.2 Results and Discussion
Given the ten households involved in the dual bidding for local energy trading with blockchain,

the mean values of household daily energy imports and exports are calculated to examine whether
a “partition wall” is needed. In other words, to identify the feed-in and import of electricity from
the grid to satisfy the energy demand of households but without wasting. As demonstrated in Fig. 4,
households 2, 5, 7, 9, and 10 have a daily electricity surplus for trading, while households 1, 3, 4, 6,
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and 8 might need to purchase electricity from community storage. As the bid x proposed by the ten
households would be selected according to a descending order in the dual-biding implementation, the
biding order then needs to be updated with high-to-low and presented in Table 2.

Figure 4: Income and expenditure in daily energy trading (AUD)

Table 2: Bids and volume of electricity involved in trading (Scenario 1)

Household xi Yi Zu =
10∑

i=1

Yi

1 0.2 −3 3
2 0.19 2.1 5.1
3 0.19 −3.5 8.6
4 0.19 −2.6 11.2
5 0.17 2.3 13.5
6 0.17 −1.1 14.6
7 0.16 7.5 22.1
8 0.16 −2.5 23.7
9 0.15 1.6 25.3
10 0.15 1.1 26.4

According to the dual-biding mechanism pricing based on method 1 (Eq. (7)), with the MCP
applied in Scenario 1, u = 6, and the MCP can be determined by (0.16 + 0.05α) = 0.17. Households
7, 9 and 10, which have an electricity surplus, would match households 1, 3, 4 and 6, which have
energy demands, requesting a total of 10.2 kWh electricity for local trading. Households 2, 5 and 8
with surplus or demand would be excluded from the current trading since they could not meet the
MCP. Buyers are required to calculate the expenditure and transfer the full payment to the sellers’
accounts. The transaction is then finalized with the transaction moment presented by the node to the
moment of mining to generate the block.

Buyers and sellers trade on the principle that “the highest bidder wins”. The process based on
the current context can be described as follows: In the first round of trading, household 7 trades with
households 1 and 3 with volumes of 3 and 3.5 kWh electricity, respectively. After this round, household
7 still has a 1 kWh surplus, which can be used in the next round of trading with household 4 to satisfy
part of its energy demand. Then, household 9 trades with household 4 to fulfill its 1.6 kWh electricity
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demand in the third round of trading. Finally, household 10 trades with household 6 to fill the
1.1 kWh demand gap. The trading results and node details of Ethereum accounts can be summarized
in Table 3.

Table 3: Transaction results and node details of Ethereum accounts (Scenario 1)

Node Pretrading account
(kWh)

Pretrading balance
(ETH)

Post-trading account
(kWh)

Post-trading balance
(ETH)

1 0 0.01 3 0.0083
2 2.1 0 2.1 0
3 0 0.01 3.5 0.0081
4 0 0.01 2.6 0.0086
5 2.3 0 2.3 0
6 0 0.01 1.1 0.0095
7 7.5 0 0 0.0041
8 0 0.01 0 0.01
9 1.6 0 0 0.0009
10 1.1 0 0 0.0005

According to the tariff statistics, the mean value of the electricity rate for national grid imports is
0.37 Australian dollars per kWh (0.37 AUD/kWh), while the feed-in price is 0.06 AUD/kWh. ETH is
the unit of Ethereum employed by blockchain as the transaction currency, 1 ETH = 370 AUD in this
study.

The results in Table 2 indicate that after energy trading, households 2 and 5 would have a
4.4 kWh surplus, while household 8 still has a shortage of 2.5 kWh. The self-sufficiency of the smart
grid is 80.31% (obtained from 10.2/12.7 ∗ 100%). In terms of the trading cost, by comparing the total
pretrading ETH with the total post-trading ETH, it is reasonable to conclude that a zero ETH loss was
achieved, namely, there is no financial loss associated with energy blockchain trading in this scenario.

Compared to Scenario 1, the values of x4, x5, x6, and x9 are modified according to the different bids
placed. The biding order can then be updated with a high-to-low sequence and is presented in Table 4.
Although there is no change in the energy surplus and demand gap, the different bids would direct
to different trading processes and correspondingly present different results. According to the dual
bidding mechanism pricing based on method 2 (Eq. (8)), with the MCP applied, u = 6, and the MCP
is 0.16. Households 5, 7, 9, and 10, which have electricity surplus, would match with households 1, 3,
4, 6, and 8 for an energy trading of 12.7 kWh in total. Household 2 with surplus could not participate
in the trading since it does not meet the clearing price.

Buyers and sellers would remain in trade on the principle of “the highest bidder wins”. The process
based on the current context can be described as follows: In the first round of trading, household 5
trades with household 1 with a volume of 3 kWh of electricity. After that, household 7 trades with
households 1, 3, 4, and 6 with amounts of 0.5, 3.5, 2.6 and 0.9 kWh, respectively. In the third round,
household 9 trades with households 6 and 8 with 0.2 and 1.4 kWh of electricity received, respectively.
In the final round, household 10 trades with household 8 with a volume of 1.1 kWh. During energy
trading, prosumers can meet the trading requirement by ‘oversell’ and fill the gap by purchasing from
others later. The trading results and node details of Ethereum accounts can be summarized in Table 5.
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Table 4: Bids and volume of electricity involved in trading (Scenario 2)

Household xi Yi Zu =
10∑

i=1

Yi

1 0.2 −3 3
2 0.19 2.1 5.1
3 0.19 −3.5 8.6
4 0.17 −2.6 11.2
5 0.16 2.3 13.5
6 0.16 −1.1 14.6
7 0.16 7.5 22.1
8 0.16 −2.5 23.7
9 0.16 1.6 25.3
10 0.15 1.1 26.4

Table 5: Transaction results and node details of Ethereum accounts (Scenario 2)

Node Pretrade account
(kWh)

Pretrading balance
(ETH)

Post-trading account
(kWh)

Post-trading balance
(ETH)

1 0 0.01 3 0.0083
2 2.1 0 2.1 0
3 0 0.01 3.5 0.0081
4 0 0.01 2.6 0.0087
5 2.3 0 2.3 0.0014
6 0 0.01 1.1 0.0095
7 7.5 0 0 0.0039
8 0 0.01 1.6 0.009
9 1.6 0 0 0.0007
10 1.1 0 0 0.0005

As shown in Table 4, after energy trading, households 1 and 2 would have 0.5 and 2.1 kWh
surpluses, respectively, while household 5 has a 0.7 kWh demand gap to be fulfilled. The self-sufficiency
of the smart grid is 94.49% (obtained from 12/12.7 ∗ 100%), which is a 14.18% improvement compared
to Scenario 1.

Table 6 presents the results of Scenario 3 with the context that both the PV surplus and demand
gap are satisfied by direct trading with the centralized national grid. It can be concluded that the
conventional energy retail predominated by the centralized grid is often economically undesirable due
to the considerable gap between grid feed-in and export rates. However, sufficiency could be fully
guaranteed due to the resilience of a national-level distribution network.
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Table 6: Transaction results and node details of grid retail (Scenario 3)

Node Pretrading energy (kWh) Rates (A$/kWh) Cost (−)/Income (+) (A$) Post-trading
balance (ETH)

1 −3 0.37 −1.11 0.0068
2 2.1 0.06 0.126 0.0008
3 −3.5 0.37 −1.295 0.0062
4 −2.6 0.37 −0.962 0.0072
5 2.3 0.06 0.138 0.0008
6 −1.1 0.37 −0.407 0.0088
7 7.5 0.06 0.45 0.0027
8 −2.5 0.37 −0.925 0.0083
9 1.6 0.06 0.096 0.0006
10 1.1 0.06 0.066 0.0004

By compiling the results in Tables 3, 5 and 6, Fig. 4 demonstrates the daily income and expenditure
of households from energy trading considering 100% energy sufficiency (namely, all the surplus is sold,
and all the demand is satisfied). Due to the higher electricity import from and export to the national
grid (13.7 and 14.6 kWh, respectively), as well as the significant gap between import and feed-in rates
(0.37 and 0.06 AUD/kWh, respectively), Scenario 3 is not economically desirable. Direct energy trading
in the centralized grid results in 0.876 AUD income at the cost of 4.689 AUD on electricity import
from the national grid. Thus, the net benefit position of energy trading in Scenario 1 is –3.813 AUD.
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 have net benefits of −0.7852 and −0.103 AUD, respectively. Although there
are still some expenditures on energy imports from the national grid due to the low penetration of solar
PVs, these expenses are only 20.52% and 2.7% of the cost in Scenario 3. Further comparison between
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 indicates that Scenario 2 is more economically desirable than Scenario 1,
which could be attributed to the increase in the self-sufficiency of the local smart grid, namely, less
import from the national grid reduced the overall cost. However, this achievement is at the cost of a
more complex energy trading process, with prosumers allowed to ‘oversell’ and purchase later to fill
the energy demand gap caused by ‘overselling’. In Scenario 1, the overall income from energy trading
is 2.0858 AUD, and the total expense is 2.871 AUD. In Scenario 2, the total income is 2.25 AUD, and
the overall expenditure is 2.353 AUD. Therefore, the approach applied in Scenario 2 presents a better
solution for P2P energy trading within smart grids; the income of prosumers is increased while the
expenditure of consumers is reduced at the same time.

In light of the above, energy blockchain has significant advantages in facilitating smart commu-
nities with affordable cleaner energy supplies. The integration of the energy blockchain could reduce
the overall expenditure on energy trading from the system perspective and maximize the benefits for
both buyers and sellers at the same time. However, the achievement is realized at the cost of high
computational requirements and smart grid upgrades. Fortunately, technological advances have been
removing the application barriers. Scenarios 1 and 2, both with energy blockchain integration, are
employed in this study to investigate the effects of different bidding practices. In the operations, the
energy blockchain would guide the bidding toward an optimal solution to maximize both the benefits
of buyer and seller, as well as reduce the total loss/cost. This can be achieved by developing and
applying a set of fitness and objective functions.
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Studies

Affordable cleaner energy production and distribution is high on the agenda for the sustainable
development of human society. Fortunately, the rapid growth of distributed renewable energy penetra-
tion has found a way to facilitate smart communities with more sustainable and cleaner energy supplies.
However, the decentralized property of rooftop renewable energy harvesting units also introduced
large challenges in energy trading and storage for existing centralized grids. In this study, an energy
blockchain with a smart contract system is developed to support local energy trading within smart
communities to maximize benefits for both prosumers and consumers. By employing a case study on
residential precinct operation, a scenario analysis with 10 nodes has been implemented to validate the
proposed methodology and examine the potential to promote the economic feasibility of local energy
trading. There are three contexts considered: MCP determined by Eq. (7) model (Scenario 1), MCP
determined by Eq. (8) model (Scenario 2), and business as usual in a centralized grid (Scenario 3). The
results demonstrate that the energy blockchain has great adaptability and outstanding advantages in
local energy trading. The comparative study indicates that both the smart community and individuals
have obtained maximum benefits from local energy trading in Scenarios 1 and 2. Compared to
Scenario 1, Scenario 2 could further improve self-sufficiency and expand revenue by encouraging more
nodes to participate in trading and allowing “oversell”. On the other hand, local energy trading can
shift the peaks by balancing the demand and production surplus, therefore improving the resilience of
the national grid when the energy feed-in requirement is high. It can then reduce the costly grid upgrade
work. Although there are only 10 nodes included in the case study to demonstrate the method and
validate the models, the proposed approach is fully applicable to large-scale energy trading in smart
grids, considering the recent technical advances in computation and communication.

In light of the findings from this study, large-scale scenario analysis with comprehensive con-
siderations of influencing factors, such as computational costs of energy blockchain, energy loss of
storage device and grid, energy behaviors of residents, as well as potentials of PV installation and solar
access. Need to be further conducted to validate the simulation results and to explore the economic
potential of energy blockchain. Therefore, recommendations for future studies can include further
scenario analysis on energy blockchain assessment considering embodied elements of overall costs
(e.g., lifecycle costs of PVs, smart grid devices, energy storage cells, etc.), computational cost, and
technological factors in dynamic smart communities to inform optimal solutions toward affordable,
cleaner and sustainable energy supplies in smart communities.
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